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Abstract� A three�colour photometry is used to deduce the tempera�
ture of sunspot �ne�structures� Using the Speckle�Masking method for
image restoration� the resulting images �one per colour and burst� have
a spatial resolution only limited by the telescope�s aperture� i�e� 	
 km
�blue�� ��
 km �red� and �� km �infrared�� Absolute intensities were de�
rived by normalization to the undisturbed surrounding photosphere� For
each image point the brightness temperature is computed by assuming
black body radiation� The resulting three images give consistent tem�
perature information which prooves the photometric correctness of the
Speckle Masking Method� The thus obtained temperatures for various
sunspot �ne�structures are compared with earlier data�

�� Introduction

Observations of solar �ne�structures are strongly in�uenced by disturbances from
the earth�s atmosphere� Turbulence elements of the size of the telescope�s aper�
ture cause lateral shifts� smaller turbulence elements yield unsharp solar images�
Whereas the in�uence of image motion can be largely avoided by short exposures�
the removal of all seeing e�ets requires numerical image restoration techniques�
These have been used in recent years for studies of e�g� lifetimes and lateral
motions �De Boer et al� �		�a and b� Denker et al� �		
�� A reconstruction of
images simultaneously observed in several continuum windows free of spectral
lines allows the determination of temperatures and a check of the quantitative
character of the reconstruction procedure�

�� Observations and data reduction

Small�band interference �lters were used to select three continua at �
��� �

���
 nm� �
�� � ���
 nm� and ���
 � ��
 nm not signi�cantly a�ected by
absorption lines� The three colours were observed simultaneously using beam
splitters at the ��� m Vacuum Tower Telescope �VTT� on Tenerife� At an
integration time of 
 ms� a burst of 
� images took ��� sec which is fast enough
with respect to the typical life�times of the sunspot structures� The scale of
�������pixel corresponds to �� km on the solar surface�
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Figure �� Speckle reconstructed image of the structured sunspot at
� � ��o from May �	� �		�� in the blue conmtinuum at �
�������
 nm�
The rectangular frames indicate the area �nally used for the tempera�
ture mapping�

A large sunspot at a heliocentric angle of � � ��� was observed on May
�	� �		�� under good seeing conditions� The 
� images of each burst were nu�
merically treated by the speckle masking method �Weigelt � Wirnitzer �	��
von der L�uhe �	
� De Boer �		
� in order to remove the wavelength depen�
dent in�uence of seeing� which manifests in the actual Fried parameters of R��
��� ����� and ���� cm for the three continua� The resulting spatial resolution
corresponds to 	
� ��
� and �� km on the solar surface� For a point�to�point
comparison of the �nal three images� lateral shifts� rotations� and individual
scales were carefully adapted� This procedure slightly reduces the spatial area
available for the temperature maping �cf� Fig� ��

We checked possible in�uences of scattered light which mostly a�ect the
blue intensities due to the ��� law� Considering the recent aluminization of the
telescope mirrors� which are the main source of the Rayleigh scattering �Stell�
macher � Wiehr �	���� we estimate a maximum amount of �� parasitic light�
which would cause a temperature overestimate of � 
� K in the darkest umbral
nucleus� The local intensities are calibrated in terms of the mean undisturbed
solar surface using the absolute values �Labs � Neckel �	�� and their center�
to�limb variations �Pierce � Slaughter �	��a and b��
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Figure �� Scatter plot of the observed brightness temperatures� Ab�
scissa� temperatures from the red continuum image� ordinate� temper�
atures from the blue �left� and the infrared �right panel� continuum
images for all locations inside and outside the sunspot�

�� General behaviour of the three colours

The absolute intensities in the three continua can be converted into brightness
temperatures assuming black body radiation� Performing scatter plots of the
resulting three temperatures for all locations in and outside the sunspots� we
�nd that the �blue temperatures� exceed the red ones by a constant o�set of
� ��� K �Fig� �a�� whereas the �infrared temperatures� are � �
 K lower� If we
accordingly correct the blue and the infrared temperatures for those o�sets� the
three continuum images yield consistent temperatures from darkest umbral cores
to bright penumbral grains� Only the brightest penumbral grains and granules
show a slightly larger blue temperature excess�

The �nding of largely constant o�sets is� at a �rst glance� astonishing� since
one might expect a dependence on the brightness of the di�erent structures due
to their di�erent temperature gradients and opacities� However� the almost par�

allel colour curves of the continuous absorption coe�cient� �H
�

� for di�erent
temperatures �B�ohm�Vitense �	�
� cause that the relative di�erences between

the �H
�

for the three wavelengths are nearly temperature�independ� As a con�
sequence� the temperature di�erence between the layers of main contribution to
our three continua will be largely independent from the local structure bright�
ness� Our scatter plots indicate that only for temperatures � ���� K the o�sets
increase� We suppose that the main scatter of the data points may partly be
due to the di�erent spatial resolution in the three images�

�� Temperatures of sunspot �ne�structures

The temperature map �g� � shows that the three dark umbral nuclei have bright�
ness temperatures of ����� �
��� and ���� K� which are signi�cantly higher than
those of the model for darkest umbral cores �Kollatschny et al� �	��� This sup�
ports the �nding by Sobotka et al� ��		�� that the mean sunspot brightness is
essentially determined by the dark background rather than by a �lling with dots�
as was discussed by Stellmacher � Wiehr ��	
��

�



Figure �� Two�imensional distribution of the temperature in the
sunspot under study� the colour scale at the top gives the quantititive
values� the tickmarks are � arcsec appart� corresponding to ��
 km on
the solar surface�

Among a selected number of well�de�ned umbral dots� none reaches photo�
spheric temperatures� they typically exceed the umbral minimum temperature
by 	�� � ���� K� The faint dots near the umbral centres have temperatures of
about 
�
� K� the brighter dots at the umbral periphery range up to 
�
� K�
Two exceptional bright regions of 
	�� K and ���� K are �inner penumbral
grains� rather than umbral dots� but even these do not reach the photospheric
brightness temperature� These results disagree with former �ndings of photo�
spheric dot intensities �Koutchmy � Adjabshirzadeh �	�� Grossmann�Doerth
� Schmidt �	�� Beckers � Schr�oter �	��� however� the temperature excess of
	�� K in umbral dots �ts the mean observed brightness ratio of ��� at 
���
 nm
between dots and their neighbourhood �Sobotka et al� �		���

The sunspot penumbra shows spatial temperature �uctuations of typically
��� K corresponding to an intensity contrast slightly below the ��� value observed
at 

� nm �Muller �	���� The darkest penumbral 
laments have temperatures
similar to those of the brightest umbal dots� This corresponds to ���� of the
photospheric brightness in the continuum at 

� nm and exceeds the observed
range of ��
� � ��� adopted for �ne�struture models� but agrees with Del Torro
Iniesta et al� ��		��� Brighter penumbral grains are about ��� K hotter than
the mean photosphere and thus above the values by Muller ��	��� and by Del

�



Torro Iniesta et al� ��		��� A few exeptionally bright penumbral grains exceed
the ���� K level� thus being hotter than the brightest granules�

For the spatially�averaged penumbra� we �nd a brightness temperature of


� K� corresponding to a contrast of ���
 at 

� nm ����� ��� ��	 in our
continua�� which is in good agreement with observed mean penumbral contrasts
Maltby � Mykland ��	�	�� This supports the quantitative character of tem�
peratures deduced from speckle reconstructed continuum images� in agreement
with a recent study of the temperature excess in solar limb faculae �De Boer et
al� �		���
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